Lösungen Englisch Woche 30.03. – 03.04.2020

WORDPOWER
p.54/1

a) 1 head, 2 nose, 3 foot, 4 leg, 5 eye, 6 arm

Look at your six words. Which...

Lösung: Picture B

b) Lösungsvorsschläge:

1 mouse, 2 MP3/music/display, 3 cup, 4 grass, 5 door, 6 pound

p.54/2

2 a car, a cup, a plate, fruit, a glass
3 a picture, a poster, a wall, a house
4 a letter, a book, a story, a report, a postcard, an email
5 a letter, a book, a story, a report, a postcard, an email
6 jeans, a T-shirt, a jumper, fruit, a car
7 jeans, a jumper, a T-shirt, a uniform
8 a car, a bike, a computer, a model train
9 a photo, a report, a text, a song

p.54/3

1 You must visit the Statue of Liberty.
2 The Empire State Building is very big.
3 Don’t miss the Museum of Modern Art. / Don’t miss the Statue of Liberty.
4 There are lots of theatres in Times Square.
5 Brooklyn Bridge crosses the East River.
6 Go skating or jogging in Central Park.
7 Manhattan is on the Hudson River.
8 Chinatown is a famous part of the city.
1. Ben and Tina had breakfast in their hotel. Thea planned their day with a guide book. Tina wanted to visit Chinatown.

2. First they travelled on the subway. They went to Canal Street. Then the two tourists looked at their guide book.

3. Chinatown was very busy. They saw lots of Chinese shops and banks. They heard Chinese too. They walked round and bought some great souvenirs too.

4. After that Ben and Tina were very hungry. They saw a Chinese restaurant. There was a long queue in front of the door because it was very popular. So Ben and Tina waited with the other people.

STRUCTURES

DAN & SAM We’ve been to the gym.
TIM & LUKE We’ve been to school.
RYAN I’ve been to my office.
ELLA I’ve been to a tourist office.
MRS DAY I’ve been to my hairdresser’s.
LILY AND LUCA We’ve been to the Empire State Building.
JESSICA I’ve been to my aunt’s flat.

2 She hasn’t been to the book store.
3 She has been to the library.
4 She has been to the music store.
5 She hasn’t been to the beautician.
6 She hasn’t been to a diner with Pat.

1 one student – Erin
2 three students – Tom, Carla, Miguel
3 two students – Dave and Ellie
b)
1 Erin and Carla have been to Maine.
2 Dave and Miguel haven’t been to Europe.
3 Ellie and Erin haven’t been to a summer camp.
4 Dave and Ellie have been to Florida.
5 Erin has been to Europe.
6 Tom and Miguel have been to a summer camp.
7 Dave hasn’t been to Maine.
8 Erin and Carla haven’t been to Florida.

c)
1 Dave
2 Ellie
3 Tome, Dave, Carla, Erin
4 summer camp, Maine
5 Europe, Maine
6 Maine (Carla, Erin)

p.57/4
2 The last boat will leave at 7 p.m.
3 The tour will go to New York Harbour on the Hudson River.
4 The journey will be fast and exciting.
5 The journey will take 30 minutes.
6 The tour will cost $18.
7 The boat will stop for photos at the Statue of Liberty.
8 Teenagers will enjoy the tour.

p.57/5
2 It’ll be faster.
3 He’ll help me with the homework.
4 We’ll take you to the station.
5 She’ll repair it for me.
6 I’ll get a DVD.

WORKBOOK
9 a)
linke Spalte:
eye, nose, mouth, arm, hand/finger
mittlere Spalte:
ear, head
rechte Spalte:
back, toe, foot, leg, knee, stomach

b) 1 stomach, 2 knee, 3 mouth, 4 ear, 5 back, 6 toe

10
1 skyscraper
2 store
3 avenue
4 comfortable
5 view
6 jet lag

11
1 receptionist
2 lover
3 east
4 view
5 desk
6 tunnel
7 zoo
8 Chinese
9 hurt
Simon and his cousin were very excited about their trip to New York.
On Saturday morning they went to Bristol airport very early.

But there was a problem.
Their plane left four hours late!

At JFK airport they couldn’t find their suitcases.
They didn’t have any clean clothes!
The people at the airport gave them some money for clothes.

Simon went to some great shops in Manhattan and he bought two really cool T-shirts.

And two days later their suitcases arrived!

a)
2 Have you been on a plane? (Anke, Jens)
3 Have you been to the USA? (Anke)
4 Have you been to the cinema this week? (Jens)
5 Have you been to the shops this week? (Anke, Jens)
6 Have you been to London?

b)
1 has been
2 have been
3 has been
4 has been
5 ‘ve been

c)
1 hasn’t been
2 hasn’t been
3 hasn’t been
4 haven’t been

14
1 has been to
2 has been to
3 hasn’t been to
4 has been to
5 hasn’t been to
6 have been to
7 haven’t been to

Anke: Berlin, Edinburgh, Paris, Hamburg
Jens: Istanbul, Edinburgh, Riga, Hamburg

15
1 beautician; make people look great
2 We’ll be car mechanics; We’ll repair broken cars
3 I’ll be a call centre worker; I’ll talk to people all day

16
2 I’ll take a photo of it for you.
3 I’ll buy it for you.
4 I’ll carry them for you.
5 I’ll repair it for you.
6 I’ll phone the doctor for you.